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I bought my first bi book in 2015. There was no website back then,
just a messy spreadsheet I worked on after my day job. Every night I
trawled the internet for the slightest whiff of representation, reading
between the lines of book reviews to feed my appetite for fluid
identity on the page. 

Today, the collection has grown to 500 books, & every day I get to
share my work with a beautiful community of queer people on
Instagram & the Bi Pan Library website. I'm so grateful to have
found a space where others will cherish bi, pan, & fluid history
alongside me. 

Originally this newsletter was meant to be digital-only... but I work
every day with physical materials. I care deeply about cataloguing
handheld proof that queer people existed years & years ago, paving
the way for our future. One of my most prized possessions is a set of
original printed newsletters from the San Francisco Bisexual Center in
the 1970s (a clip from one of those issues is included in this
newsletter!) So while digital PDFs will always be freely available on
the library website, The Phase will also be physically printed &
mailed as long as funds allow. 

Let's make history together. 

In the tradition of iconic bisexual magazine Anything That Moves, 
 alongside countless slurs & stereotypes reclaimed by queer groups
over time, The Phase references a common accusation leveled at bi,
pan, & fluid people when they come out — "it's just a phase."
While our sexualities are here to stay, there is so much to learn from
the ebb & flow of queer activism over time. My work at the Bi Pan
Library asks (& hopes to help our community answer) three
important questions about the bi/pan movement's phases:





http://bipanlibrary.com/downloads


Xiran Jay Zhao's IRON WIDOW is a wonder. Not only have they served us three
sexually fluid main characters, they've delivered a “true” love triangle —the
romantic tension melts sweetly into the rarest of canon YA ships, a
polyamorous triad. But the wonders don't end there. 

Concubine pilot Wu Zetian & her battle partner Li Shimin appear to be
everything their culture prizes: a man & a woman , yin & yang
balanced, with the qi energy & control to master a Chrysalis
together. Despite following the carefully choreo-
graphed acceptable relationship forced upon them
by powerful politicians, they cannot escape their
reputation of depravity. Wu Zetian is rumored to be
a demon seductress & Li Shimin is considered a  phys-
ical threat to all, literally muzzled & quarantined from
other pilots. This portrayal closely aligns with some of
the most violence-laden gendered stereotypes about
bi/pan people, i.e. sexually available and threatening
vectors of disease.  Again & again, they are shown
there is no way to beloved by the public as their
natural selves, even as a man & woman in a Balanced
Match. In this war that cannot be won, they manage to
find warmth & comfort in each other — & their shared
love interest Gao Yizhi. 

IRON WIDOW is a triumphant futuristic spin on Chinese
history & myth with electric characters & roaring action
that is sure to engage teens and adults alike

Xiran Jay Zhao's IRON WIDOW is a wonder. Not only have they served us three
sexually fluid main characters, they've delivered a “true” love triangle — the
romantic tension melts sweetly into the rarest of canon YA ships, a polyamorous
triad. But the wonders don't end there. 

                                                            But what stands out as Xiran Jay
Zhao’s most stunning success is the portrayal of coercive relationships & corrective
violence again bi/pan/m-spec people regardless of their relationship’s appearance. 

Concubine pilot Wu Zetian & her battle partner Li Shimin appear to be everything
their culture prizes: a man & a woman , yin & yang balanced, with the qi energy
& control to master a Chrysalis together. Despite following the
carefully choreographed acceptable relationship forced
upon them by powerful politicians, they cannot
escape their reputation of depravity. Wu Zetian is
rumored to be a demon seductress & Li Shimin is
considered a  physical threat to all, literally muzzled
& quarantined from other pilots. This portrayal closely
aligns with some of the most violence-laden gendered
stereotypes about bi/pan people, i.e. both sexually
available & threatening vectors of disease. Again &
again, they are shown there is no way to beloved
by the public as their natural selves, even as a man
& woman in a Balanced Match. In this war that cannot
be won, they manage to find warmth & comfort in each
other — & their shared love interest Gao Yizhi. 

IRON WIDOW is a triumphant futuristic YA inspired by
Chinese history & myth, with electric characters & 
roaring action sure to engage teens & adults alike. 

Alright, here we go. I begin mentally preparing myself to welcome another unlabeled sexually fluid never-
confirmed-bi-or-pan character into my heart, until Ava continues, “So anyway… I’m bi.”

Maybe I’ve just been under a rock, but it seems that buzz for HBO’s new queer--woman--led comedy HACKS is
horrendously low. Bisexual comedian and actress Hannah Einbeinder's Ava is a pitch-perfect deadpan, thirsty,
struggling to survive bisexual complete with cropped jeans, Doc Martens and  an entirely reasonable number of
plaid shirts.(Jean Smart's character Deborah Vance, a stand--up comedian whose star is dimming, quips that Ava
"dresses like Rachel Maddow's mechanic"). 

The plot isn't preoccupied with Ava's sexuality, but bi identity is firmly integrated in Ava's core, from her comedy
to her choice in friends to her occasionally confusing sexual fantasies. This is a clear and conscious decision by
the showrunners. Co-creator Paul W. Downs told The Advocate they wanted HACKS to highlight the
communicative divide between young bisexual adults and older generations, noting "someone like Deborah is
monosexual. She might be cool with homosexuality and gay people, but she might not really get bisexuality.” 
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Maybe I’ve just been under a rock, but it seems that buzz for HBO’s new queer--woman--led comedy HACKS is
horrendously low. Bisexual comedian & actress Hannah Einbinder's Ava is a pitch-perfect deadpan, thirsty,
struggling to survive bisexual complete with cropped jeans, Doc Martens & an entirely reasonable number of
plaid shirts.(Jean Smart's character Deborah Vance, a stand--up comedian whose star is dimming, quips that Ava
"dresses like Rachel Maddow's mechanic".) 

The plot isn't preoccupied with Ava's sexuality, but bi identity is firmly integrated in Ava's core, from her comedy
to her choice in friends to her occasionally confusing sexual fantasies. This is a clear & conscious decision by the
showrunners. Co-creator Paul W. Downs told The Advocate they wanted HACKS to highlight the communicative
divide between young bisexual adults & older generations, noting "someone like Deborah is monosexual. She
might be cool with homosexuality & gay people, but she might not really get bisexuality.” 

HACKS achieves the goal & more, in no small part due to bisexual creatives on both sides of the camera —
renowned bisexual director Desiree Akhavan directed Episodes 4 and 7. 

“Are you a lesbian?” the line bites through the
flatscreen.  I  find  myself  tensing  up  in  my seat  
   as  Hannah  Einbinder’s character Ava begins  a  
     long, tedious qualification  of her orientation.
     "I used to only hook up with men, but when I  
      masturbated I thought about women. So in 
   college I finally hooked up with this amazing TA,
Phoebe…”  Alright, here we go. I begin mentally
preparing myself to welcome another unlabeled
sexually fluid never-confirmed-bi-or-pan character  

PHOTO CREDITS:  above, Hacks frame via HBO. Far right, author photo of Xiran Jay Zhao via Xiran Jay Zhao.
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https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/bisexuality-can-benefit-animals1/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/30/well/bisexual-mental-health-lgbt.html
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/48762/poem-about-my-rights


Maz Hedgehog
Maz Hedgehog is a Black bisexual writer, performer, & educator
who describes their work as inhabiting “spaces between real &
unreal, poetry & theatre, self & other.” Their script Box Braids was
recently staged at Hope Mill Theatre in Manchester. In May 2021,
Maz released their chapbook This Isn’t Godhood, a sensual &
luxurious collection of queer poetry we’re honored to include in the
Bi Pan Library collection. 

You can enjoy a selection of live recordings of Maz Hedgehog’s
performances (as well as their incisive essays on fatphobia,
whiteness, & monosexism) via MazHedgehog.com. Keep up with
their work on Twitter & Instagram @MazHedgehog. 

 

 

PHOTO CREDIT: Ambereen Khan. QUOTE: "The Capitalistic Work Ethic Fallacy Creates
Space for Anti-Fatness & Biphobia" by Maz Hedgehog via wearyourvoicemag.com

http://mazhedgehog.com/
https://twitter.com/MazHedgehog?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.wearyourvoicemag.com/the-capitalistic-work-ethic-fallacy-creates-space-for-anti-fatness-and-biphobia/


The San Francisco Bisexual Center's 1979 winter calendar. Originally published in
The Bi-Monthly: A Newsletter of the  Bisexual Center. Scan via The Bi Pan Library.



• Apples & Oranges: My Journey Through Sexual 
   Identity by Jan Clausen
• Best Wishes, Warmest Regards: The Story of 
   Schitt's Creek by Daniel Levy and Eugene Levy
• Beyond Gay or Straight: Understanding Sexual 
   Orientation by Jan Clausen
• Bi & Prejudice by Anna Kochetkova
• Bi Men: Coming Out Every Which Way by Ron 
   Jackson Suresha
• Bi: Bisexual, Pansexual, Fluid, and Nonbinary 
   Youth by Ritch C. Savin-Williams
• Big Sex Little Death: A Memoir by Susie Bright
• Cook As You Are by Ruby Tandoh
• Dar Volume 2 (A Super Girly Top Secret Comic 
   Diary) by Erika Moen
• Darryl by Jackie Ess
• February House: The Story of W. H. Auden, 
   Carson McCullers, Jane and Paul Bowles, 
   Benjamin Britten, and Gypsy Rose Lee, Under 
   One Roof in Brooklyn by Sherill Tippins
• Girlfag: A Life Told in Sex and Musicals by Janet 
   W. Hardy
• Give it to Me by Ana Castillo
• Henry and June: From "A Journal of Love", The 
   Unexpurgated Diary of Anais Nin (1931-1932) 
   by Anais Nin
• Hunger: A Memoir of (My) Body by Roxane Gay
• I Ask the Impossible: Poems by Ana Castillo
• Iron Widow by Xiran Jay Zhao
• It Goes Like This by Miel Moreland
• Kink: An Autobiography by Dave Davies

• Love That Journey For Me: The Queer Revolution 
 Schitt's Creek by Emily Garside
• Loving Them Both: A Study of Bisexuality and 
   Bisexuals by Colin MacInnes
• Mercury and Me by Jim Hutton
• Never Say You Can't Survive by Charlie Jane 
   Anders
• Off the Record by Camryn Garrett
• On Top of Glass: My Stories as a Queer Girl in 
   Figure Skating by Karina Manta
• Our Revolution: A Mother and Daughter at 
   Midcentury by Honor Moore
• The Book of Joan by Lidia Yuknavitch
• The Man Who Saw Everything by Deborah Levy
• The New Bottoming Book by Janet W. Hardy 
   and Dossie Easton
• The New Topping Book Janet W. Hardy and 
   Dossie Easton
• The Rules Do Not Apply: A Memoir by Ariel Levy
• The Ship We Built by Lexie Bean
• The Small Backs of Children by Lidia Yuknavitch
• The White Blackbird: A Life of the Painter 
   Margarett Sargent by Her Granddaughter by 
   Honor Moore
• Tommy's Tale by Alan Cumming
• Vow of Celibacy by Erin Judge
• Watercolor Women / Opaque Men: A Novel in 
   Verse by Ana Castillo
• Whip Smart: A Memoir by Melissa Febos




